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Central Problem of Inference

What is the chance that what we
say about nature is true?

Things identified as cancer risks
(Altman and Simon, JNCI, 1992)

 Electric Razors
 Broken Arms
   (in women)
 Fluorescent lights
 Allergies
 Breeding Reindeer

 Being a waiter
 Owning a pet bird
 Hot dogs
 Being short
 Being tall

 Having a refrigerator

“We have no idea how
or why the magnets
work.”

“A real
breakthrough…”

“…the [study] must be
regarded as
preliminary….”

“But…the early results
were clear and... the
treatment ought to be
put to use
immediately.”

“Intervention programs could
be considered, perhaps
based on the exciting ‘at
least five a day’ campaign
aimed at increasing fruit and
vegetable consumption -
although the numerical
imperative may have to be
adjusted.”
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Cancer statistics, 2004

   “Contradictory, improbable and
downright unbelievable
conclusions from seemingly
respectable clinical studies are
surprisingly common, and may
be on the increase…”

A short research quiz

A study is done on risk factors for childhood leukemia in a
suburban community, and the authors state that a surprising
association has turned up (i.e., one that they thought had less
than a 30% chance of being true before the experiment) p=0.05,
OR=2. The probability that this association is real is:

a.) < 75%

b.) 75% to 94.99%

c.) ≥ 95%

How do we represent
that question?

 Hypothesis (“Ha”): There is a SOME effect of the
exposure on leukemia risk.

 Null hypothesis (Ho): There is NO effect of the
exposure on leukemia risk

 Data (x):  OR=2.0, CI 1-4, p=0.05.
 The question was “What is the probability that this

association is real?”:
Pr(Ha | x ) = ?

                                     = 1- Pr(Ho | x )

…from the world’s most definitive
statistical sources.
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In search
of “p”

Armitage P-value definition

“The dividing line between “likely” and “unlikely”
classes [of results, under the null hypothesis] is clearly
arbitrary, but is usually defined in terms of a probability,
P, which is referred to as the significance level. Thus, a
result would be declared significant at the 5% level if
the sample were in the class containing those samples
most removed from the null hypothesis in the direction
of the relevant alternatives, and that class contained
samples with a total probability of no more than 5% on
the null hypothesis.”

“Statistics Made Clear”
P-value definition

 A p-value is the probability of obtaining a
result as extreme or more extreme than the
value of the test statistic, given that the null
hypothesis is not rejected, if the dissimilarity
is entirely due to chance alone.”

 “The p-value is an estimate of the degree to
which the result is representative of the
population. Commonly selected p-values are
arbitrary choices based on general research
experience.”

“Intuitive Biostatistics”
P-value definition

“Assuming the null hypothesis is true,
calculate the likelihood of observing various
results. Determine the fraction of those
possible results in which the difference…is as
large or larger than what you observed. The
answer…is called the P value.”

“Intuitive Biostatistics”
P-value definition, cont.

“Thinking about P values seems quite
counterintuitive at first, as you must use
backwards, awkward logic. Unless you are a
lawyer or a Talmudic scholar…you will probably
find this sort of reasoning uncomfortable.”

After calculating the p-value:
“What conclusions should you reach? That’s up

to you.”

…from the world’s smartest person.
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MATH
AND

SCIENCE THE
P-VALUE

…from the school’s most
successful person.

Message from the Mount
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…from the world’s wisest person.

The Final Quest

The P-value is ….

 …not almost anything intuitive that you can
think of.

 … a rough guide to the strength of statistical
evidence for the null hypothesis versus the
hypothesis that you happen to have
observed the exact truth.

The P-value is….

 The probability of getting a result as or more
extreme than the observed result, if the null
hypothesis (of chance) were true.

P-value = Pr(X≥ x | Ho)

x0

P-value

Probability distribution of all
possible outcomes under the null

hypothesis

Outcomes

Pr
ob

ab
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ty

Observed
outcome

What the P-value is not….

Pr(Ha | x)
=1-Pr(Ho | x)

The probability that a non-
null association is “real”,
given the data

Pr(Ho | x)
The probability that the
data were observed by
chance.

Pr(x | Ho)
The probability of the data
under Ho (i.e. if only
chance were operating).

Pr(Ho | x)The probability of the null
hypothesis, given the data.

P-value = Pr(X ≥ x | Ho)
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How do we calculate
Pr(H|D), the probability of
the truth of our claims?

Bayes Theorem

Statistical Inference
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Rarity is not enough:
Evidence is relative

Someone wins the “pick 5” lottery……………. p=10-5

The winner is the son of the person who picked the balls.

A roulette wheel comes up 3, 14, 6 and 27…. p=6 x 10-7

You notice the numbers are adjacent.

A reviewer suggests a biologic explanation for the finding .

A previously unsuspected and implausible
association shows up in a study………………. p=0.01

Bayes Theorem
Bayes Theorem

Starting (“prior”)
knowledge

Final
(“posterior”)
knowledge;

“inference”
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Data
N=15
x =5

LR/Bayes factor vs. P-value

Evidence negative or positiveEvidence only negative

Insensitive to stopping rulesSensitive to stopping rules

Formal justification and
interpretation

No formal justification or
interpretation

Alternative hypothesis
explicit, pre-defined

Alternative hypothesis implicit,
partly data-defined

Only observed dataObserved + hypothetical data

ComparativeNon-comparative
Bayes factorP-value

True Difference in Cure Rates

Data 2
=20% (0 to 40%)

p=0.05

Data 1:
=5% (0 to 10%)

p=0.05

Likelihood Measure of Evidence
BF(D =MLE vs. D = 0 | Data) = 6.8BFmax= exp(Z2/2)

P-values <-> Bayes factors

 For any outcome that has an (approximately)
Gaussian distribution, the maximum Bayes
Factor (or likelihood ratio) associated with a
given Z-score, is:

Max LR(Ha vs. Ho | Z) = exp(Z2/2)

P-value : Bayes factor : Inference

203

28

11

7

4
LR

Very Strong

Mod/Strong

Mod

Mod

Weak
Evidence

Strength
of

9996900.01

99.899.598.50.001

9791780.03
9587690.05
9279560.1

75%50%25%P

Maximum final probability of Ha
 when prior probability is:

A short research quiz

A study is done on risk factors for childhood leukemia
in a suburban community, and the authors state that a
surprising association has turned up (i.e., one that they
thought had less than a 30% chance of being true
before the experiment) p=0.05. The probability that this
association is real is:

a.) < 75%

b.) 75% to 94.99%

c.) ≥ 95%
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Inferential calculations

 Prior probability = 30%
What is the probability that relationship is real after p=0.05?

 Prior odds        = 0.3/0.7 = 0.43
 Max. LR(+)                 = exp(1.96^2/2) = 6.8 [the evidence]
 Odds of disease (+)   = LR(+)  x  Prior Odds
                                    = 6.8 x 0.43 = 2.9

The inference:
Max probability of Ha = 2.9/3.9 = 74.3%

The Good

Honest
conclusions

We have no
convincing
explanation for the
suggestion of an
increased
frequency of
coronary-artery
bypass surgery
among men with
higher fish intake in
this study.

The Bad

The Bad: Confusion of evidence
and inference

“This is the first study to demonstrate a
therapeutic benefit of corticosteroids in
chronic fatigue syndrome (p=0.06)…..” 

(JAMA, 1998)
 Mechanism not shown
 Inconsistent with prior studies
 Other endpoints inconsistent
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Commentary

“The other depressing result is the 20% gap in the
authors’ Figure 3 between the proportions of
epidemiologists who declared causality when confronted
with P-values abutting the shopworn 0.05 benchmark.
Every epidemiologist has enough innate common sense
to know that there is no meaningful difference between P
= 0.04 and P = 0.06, if only we were not brainwashed
into believing otherwise... Those who persist in teaching
null hypothesis testing uncritically to epidemiology
students should have Figure 3 tattooed onto their
foreheads in reverse image, to remind them with each
glance into a mirror of the pox they continue to spread
upon our field.”

Poole C, “Causal Values,” Epidemiology, 12:139-141, 2001

The [Pretty] Ugly
Uncontrolled error

 Table 16.1: Physical characteristics of 22 patients (mean ± sem) pre-
operatively and after post-operative weight reduction
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FDA Discussion
(Fisher, CCT, 20:16-39,1999)

L. Moyé, MD, PhD
“What we have to wrestle with is how to interpret

p-values for secondary endpoints in a trial which
frankly was negative for the primary. …In a trial with
a positive endpoint…you haven’t spent all of the
alpha on that primary endpoint, and so you have
some alpha to spend on secondary endpoints….In a
trial with a negative finding for the primary endpoint,
you have no more alpha to spend for the secondary
endpoints.”

FDA Discussion, cont.
(Fisher, CCT, 20:16-39,1999)

Dr. Lipicky: What are the p-values needed for the
secondary endpoints?  …Certainly we’re not talking
0.05 anymore. …You’re out of this 0.05 stuff and I
would have like to have seen what you thought was
significant and at what level…

        What p-value tells you that it’s there study after
study?

 Dr. Konstam: …what kind of statistical correction
would you have to do that survival data given the
fact that it’s not a specified endpoint? I have no idea
how to do that from a mathematical viewpoint.

Confusion of evidence
and inference

“The results were insignificant because of small sample size.”

Instead of:
“The evidence for the effect was modest, but we believe the

relationship exists because of…”
 Prior studies with similar results

 Consistency with known mechanism
 Coherence of multiple outcomes within study

Confusion of evidence
and inference

“Of the 40 variables examined, only
liver cancer was caused by transfusions
(p=0.01).”

Confusion of evidence
and inference

Instead of:
“There was moderate evidence (LR=25 ) for the

relationship between liver cancer and transfusions, but
this was not strong enough to make the association
highly likely because of:
 Prior studies with different results
 No excess of liver cancer in populations with frequent
transfusions
 No accepted mechanism...

Take-to-happy-hour messages

 There are no “negative” or “positive” studies -
only ones that supply weak and strong evidence,
for various hypotheses.

 No formula based on the data alone can tell us
how sure we should be about a conclusion, which
is based on combining the statistical evidence
with biologic or mechanistic understanding.

 I’d tell you to forget all about “testing”, but I’ve run
out of time, so just keep doing it.
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RA Fisher on statistics education

“I am quite sure it is only personal contact with ... the
natural sciences that is capable to keep straight the thought
of mathematically-minded people...I think it is worse in this
country [the USA] than in most, though I may be wrong.
Certainly there is grave confusion of thought. We are quite
in danger of sending highly trained and intelligent young
men out into the world with tables of erroneous numbers
under their arms, and with a dense fog in the place where
their brains ought to be. In this century, of course, they will
be working on guided missiles and advising the medical
profession on the control of disease, and there is no limit to
the extent to which they could impede every sort of national
effort.” 1958

Final thoughts

“What used to be called judgment is
now called prejudice, and what used to
be called prejudice is now called the
null hypothesis....it is dangerous
nonsense (dressed up as ‘the scientific
method’) and will cause much trouble
before it is widely appreciated as such.” 

A.W.F. Edwards (1972)

LET’S HOPE LIFE ON MARS IS MORE INTELLIGENT THAN LIFE ON EARTH.


